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A Taree-Prorzed Attack. ore i
c.

Th.t

"in all probability, an inadequate vooz.,_bulary is the greatest %/1%.4 -

cause for failure to read with corfi?reler_sici. in c-ith:-r rye --eral or teehnLcal
I

fields." This belief is commonly hel.f. by ,no-- an4

authorLties on the basis of their epc-2-lenoc:s-oith students and

and iz:-.1ioations of vocabulary researz.

dvs
...ezai...a.k,3

o4* us - whether we are teac":Ley-3 of Fne-I-Ish or science or social

studies or teachers of reading - is c=,-amrd with car students' connmnd over

their Izzlguage. And one aspect o4' this .0 " svoc-bulary t
is, which have meaning for those tae or read the.-a. 1:e :mot;

Cat SIDe---_id.:1;; and writing vocabularies - as measured by actual use - arc.

exceedee. in size by listening and reading vocabularies$ but the size of our

1-.L z1-. school students' reading vocabulal---y is a matter of dispute, dependin-,

u;on t:-.e way in which it has been neasurcd. a,-timates vary. ida..Le questioa3

Scczhores3 fi,Tare of 80,000 words I= by tuelfth graders and suggests a

Cole. The r..c_--.1entay-,- Scho!)-1 Subjects. New York: Rinehart,
IIIMMINNO 1946a LO.
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=fiber somewhat larger than Thorndike and Lorge's estimate of about 159000.

Regardless of the actual figimes an average is no indicator of that your

students can mmiage. Besides, we are not as much interested in had wary

words students know as we are in their ability to cope with the reading

demands school and society makes. These derrands at the secondary level

become increasingly lireater as students sample larger varieties of narrative
2

and expository materials containing words used in specialized ways. Serra

came to the conclazion that the ',concept burden of instructional materials is

too heave while other itudents of vocabulary reported a decrease in the rate

of specialised vocabulary grarth during the later high school years.

Word meaning involves percepts and concepts. While a delineation

between the two is not sharp, students of language development define the

former as ',what is Imam of an objects a quality, or a relationship as a

result of sensory orperience.03 Concepts grow out of percepts which lead

to generalizations about objects, qualities or relationships. Before children

arrive at school they learn percepts and develop concepts naturally,. that is,

by listening, speaking and exploring. Firstfohand experiences account for

almost all they acquire. Their horizons broaden upon entrance into schools

first-hand experiences continue but vicarious ones begin to shape their ideas

more and more until a stage is reached wherein the latter dominate. That mean-

ing vocabulary grows during these periods is established; that precision of

2:ary Serra. "The Concept Burden of Instructional Material:ha Elementary
School Journal, Liu Ow 3.90), 508412.

3.. David Russell. Children's Thinking. New York: Ginn and Co.. 1956. 66.
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mear.ing keeps pace with this r:,7013th is not as readily defined.

The work of ?iaget and others suzzcst the close bet e:0-m

vocabulary and concept. Word menninc; c= be provided by definition and
explanation ft the use of words to a:131 an words - but definition and
explanation do not make up completely for deficiencie3 in concept 'weakft

ness which could be the result of experiential deprivation. It becomes

clear that our task as teachers of language includes attention to concept
developments for without a referent to which vocabulary can be tied,

meaning is unlikely. Of course we deal with several levels of meaning,

and to expect all our students to reach these same levels in the face of

variations in experiences and intelligence is hardly realistic. Some

vague understandings of words might be realized without the acquisition
of lira concepts. But the results are necessarily sul.?rficial and

accoimt for some of our frustration as we seek to help students better

understand what they read.

It would appear, then, that one main attack to iirprove word =der-
standing should be directed at developing some concept understanding.

And this teachers of different subjects can do. For years now they have

been urged to provide experiences - both direct and vicarious - that
would better prepare their students to deal with the content they were

expected to master. This building of background prior to reading can

make a significant difference between merely reading words and truly
establishing meanings.
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Methods of Vocabulary Development

Research studies on vocabulary development have sought to teat ways

by which improvement might be realized. The results of these studies show

that it is possible to increase meaning vocabulary through several avenues.

However, it seems clear that dependence upon a single formula, regardless

of its apparent values, is not as likely to bring remits as multi-pronged

attacks of a sustained nature. With regard to this last point: hitosandwran

tactics such as devotion to vocabulary building for nix -reek or similzr

periods cannot be expected to produce lasting outcomes.

Wide reading in combination with direct and indirect program con-

stitute a three - pronged attack on vocabulary developmerre. For reasons

detailed earlier, we would not expect deep inroads into vocabulary weakness

without accovanying efforts to expand concept formations. To ray upon a

so- called "best" means reduces chances even more. Let us now examine each

of these prongs as bases for a acaprehensive vocabulary development program.

Wide Reading
M.M..1Mi==1.0.=laW

The fact that children acquire meaning vocabularies in an easy an

natur-o.1 way prior to and during the early years of school by listening to

and experimenting with words - that words require a context and repeated

settings and that some intensive vocabulary programs- failed to produe expected

results might have led to the suggestion by a number of reading and language

students that wide reading is one of the best ways to develop vocabulary.

Perhaps this conviction receives even greater support from the observation

that avid readers appear to be master.; of considerably more words than their

less reader-oriented brothers. Status studies of the relation between



vocabulary size and extent of rcaclinz would be likely to support this

belief even though causality could not be inferred from such investi-

gations. However, studies of direct efforts to increase vocabulary

through wide reading alone have not proved fruitful.

Furthermore, we can raise objections against the singular dr..::endence

won reading to build vocabulary. We assume that if the readcr meets a

word for the first time or an old word in a new setting, that he will

either determine its meaning from the context or the dictionary. Context

is only usei%1 if it is familiar; in addition, context can provide imprecise

meanings which, when repeated, further reinforce therm. To what extent

students will halt their reading to look up unknown words in a dictionary

is problematic. Some persons have suggested that to check dictionary

meanings during reading interferes with one's thinking. The amount of

reading each student does will vary; so will its quality. Uneven and

unreliable results are predictable.

What then do we recommend? Wide reading by all man- within a

comprehensive vocabulary proctram and for other reasons too. Wide reading

comacmeats vocabulary activities of a direct or incidenta:A.' kind. It

increases our chances for providing meaningful learning through need and

application.

Direct and Indirect Approaches

Students of vocabulary development have been divided on the question

of the merits of direct teaching cf vocabulary and incidental treatment

of wards. By direct teaching some me= the deliberate presentation of



of words taken from lists or other sourcet, for study. Incidental treatments

they says involves the study of words which spear textbooks and other

sources students read. It seems to me that this differentiation is an artificial.

one. Who would question the desirability of helping students acquire initial

and deeper meanings for words which appear in daily reading? Who would suggest

that no gains are to be derived from efforts to broaden vocabulary if words are

taken from other sources? The sources of ilords do not seem as crucial to

vocabulary building as methods teachers pursue to help students increase their

understanding of them. Personally I prefer meeting vocabulary needs as they

occur. What better time and reason are there for dealing with theca? But this

preference does not preclude any attention one might give to so-called direct

approaches to vocabulary building.

A number of investigations provide support for direct vocabulary instruction.

But the research which provided little support for indirect instruction was not

comparing the sources from which words were drawn; they compared direct instruction

with casual or laissez-faire instruction. In the latter instance students were

left to their own devices for dealing with unknown words. Who could not have

predicted the results under these conditions? For purposes of this discussions

we view planned efforts; regardless of word source, as directs and it is with

these that we are concerned.

Demonstrations and investigations on vocabulary development do not point

up overwhelming superiority of one method over another. They do appear to

suggc3t underlying guidelines that we might follow regardless of method. They are:

1. all students are not required to deal with identical words since weak

flosses should determine degree of involvement in vocabulary study.

2. words are studied in context rather than in isolation.
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3. Enphasis is placed upon working rather than esoteric vocabulary.

h. Application of word Lear :in; is stressed.

Let's turn now to procedures for heaping students broaden and extend

they reading vocabularies. Each has some lic.itations but these do not

preclude its use if we are aw:se of and take steps to deal with them.

We acquire vocabulary t}-rough verbal contexts; it seems reasonable to

teach students to use these contexts as they read in order to seek meaninFs

for unknown words. The key to word meanings in context are clues that might

be joined to focus in on the unknown. If students require help in locating

these clues and generalizing from them, you might provide a text for them

in which several clues appear, discuss how these clues are related and then

decide through choices what possible meaning for the unknown word the clues

-

offer. The example given below contains a nuMber of clues Lin bracket;
?

which students can use to determine the meaning of subsidence. Nofifnow the

larger context provides multiple clues not ordinarily found in single sentences*

12-9 Coral reefs appear in mid-ocean

Rocks and land formed by coral are some of the most interesting

deposits in the sea (Figure 12 -11). Study of cores taken by

drilling holes through coral reefs down to 1400 meters tell us

of th, structure of these deposits. These cores were taken from

Eniwetok Atoll. nteef-building corals live only in tropical

waters and at shallow depths (to 80 meters). Corals were found

throughout the length of the core from Eniwetok:3 The length

of the core and the presence of coral indicated to earth scientists

that conditions in the surface waters of the tropical seas had not

changed for 60 million years.

How do we know this? How is it possible to find, at depths of

1400 meters, coral rock that was formed within 80 meters of the

surface? To Charles Darwin, who visited coral atolls in the

1830's as a young man of 22, it seemed that the sea floor and the

islands had slowly subsided. tThe corals grew upward, keeping pac.g

with the stbsidencrraFER 12-22). He recognized threetpes of



coral reefs: reefs growing along the shores of volcanic islands;
reefs that were some distance from a volcanic island with a lagoon
behind the reff; and circular reefs, or atolls, which surrounded
lagoons with no central island. Darwin Ii=ed that atolls had
originally been shoreline reefs that were now at the last stages
of subsidence.

A hundred years of argument followed the publication in 1P42 of
Darwin's ideas on atolls. he borings on Eniwetok in the 19501s
reached volcanic roc:K after passing through 11,00 eters of ccrala
Thus Darwin was proved correct and his idea was shown to be a great
example of scientific reasonint7. EMore important, in proving him
right, we have learned that the sea floor does not sink uniformly.
Instead, it sinks an amount that dpends on the mass of lava making
up the individual island. ;11 subsidence means: stopping, settling, raising.

After students have learned to interpret clues which we have called to their

attention, we might provide other contexts in which similar clues appear but

which students now seek to identify themselves. Some teachers have offered

variations of these lessons with success: one is the presentation of possible

meanings for the unknown word followed by a search for clues to support one of

them; another is the removal from the text of the new word and from the clues

a meaningful word found for it from a suggested group of words. We might

expect variation in approaches to contribute to motivation and learning. A

point to remembers discussing and exploring are likely to lead to better results

than mere telling or performing,

r.7777tizating The Earth, Earth Science Curriculum Project, American
beological InsriEuW1965,12.12 w-
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Recently, the desirability of raising to conscious levels that whio.h

students seem to know has been suggested. Assuming such is the case, we

might offer for study and discussion examples of structural and language clues

which aid meanings through context: synonym and antonym, subordinate clauses,

phrases in apposition, definition,' illuutration, position, typograp4y.

We do not know to what extent the context offers meaning clues. Back.,

ground of experiences can be a delimiting influence. And some texts might

not contain clues or if present are so elusive that most students will not

recognize them. And incomplete meanings might be products of contextual

study. But few will deny some values in spending time with students who have

not learned to take advantage of context mechanics and their interpretation.

Perhaps more attention has been given to the study of word origins as a

vocabulary building technique by teachers and producers or materials then to

any other method. It is reasoned that a large number of English words have

their origins in Latin and Greek roots and affixes and that study of these

sources will provide avenues through which meanings are secured.

All too frequently students are required to memorize the meanings of these

prefixes, roots and suffixes and compile words containing them. This practice

is dull and boring to most students and has not been shown to be a productive

means of enabling them to determine the meanings of new words not previously

encountered. Instead, some gains might be realized through a study of words

as they swear in context in order to build relationships between the literal

meaning as determined through analysis and actual meaning. Exercises in which

the roots and affixes of these words are sought might be prepared (missions
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,converts intpno4ble) In this connection, students should realize th;lt aW/
source Eight change in form and/or meaning. By proviiinj a limited number of

roots with their mean5.a:~,s as well as sentences and para3raphs we caA build

new words and substitute them for :ma'am -:;ords. In addition, by adding prefixes

and sleff...-ires to known words we can extend their meaning (form + al, hero Jo,

ante + date). neaninsful application o2 word sources can develop insizhts

which help some students unlock sone words.

A related vocabular-,- development prinrar. involves the study of the

Fastctr... - of words. Perhaps you recall tl-e punishment Tantalus, son of Zeus,

suffered in the lower world. Out of this Greek myth comes our word tantalize.

It is possible that some students will ba spurred on by such c:xposures. But

to asst.= all students willsespecially those who need help the most, is not

realistic. Interesting and little-'{noun facts about words can enliven the

study of words, but they are not likely to be end=ing motivators. Personal

need has greater

Breadth and depth of vocabulary becomes a major concern in the middle

grades and continues thereafter. One aspect is tied to multiple meanings of

words. As materials become more comlex, words take on meanings not cor:a.lonly

associated with them. There has been sone research to suggest that general

vocsbularjr knowledge and knowledge of multiple meanings are not intl.:tritely

related. Assistance in extending meanings can be provided in conjunction with

diction.:Tz use. Obviously, a curriculum in which provisions for varied activities

oast will include reading of all types, and words that are familiar in one

sense will appear in contexts that require others. The escamination and study
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or different meanings for such words - the word take, far example, is ssi'd

to have 3.06 meanings - in order to determine- an appropriate one could be a

meaningful experience. Cmtext clues, if pr- lent, in conjunction with

.0. tr.. awry choices will yield good 7.-esults.

We need nol., only wait for words to appear _al new contexts. We can

provide contexts LI which familiar word.: Tpearing in students' reading are

used in different ways. pus a word such as oharp.e whose meaning is known

in such contexts as charge five do2.1ars o= ehar--red 'co the bill is presented

in less familiar contexts: chargid vith murder, charge the =, set off a

e. Total contexts plus meanings provided by the dictionmoy will suggest

the sense in which the word is used. Additional experiences - oral, written

and read will tend to reinforce the near meanings students acqidred for old

friends.

The study of lista of words for which students are required to provide

dictionary meanings and on which they are tested perioftcal.ly has not proved

to be a pruductive process when these words are studied in isolation and with-

out purpose. lists of words co:rnon to a particular area can be compiled by

subject-mtter teachers and studied by students in relation to their reading

and writing. (L-aphic aids, models, descriptions and in some instances

dramatizations can help to reduce verbalizations. Some educators have

suggested ccercises that require students to see: analogies ZINI o rig words,

compare and categorize them in order to provide multiple exposures. flow

effective these approaches are will depend von the extent to which they

are meaningful, that is, tied to what students are doing. There is little
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jimtification for expending time and energy on learning specialized uses of

words if VIA: words are not those which are relcnrant to topics being studied

and on knowledge of which corletion of tzle:s depend.

A more recent development in vocabulary development is the introduction

of pronce rsterials. These materiels consist of iteTs, called francs,

which are placed in sequential order a:id are in. tended to elicit reaper4es

that are verified imrediate3y. Usually on the basis of a given state:r.ent

responses intended to dnivelop understanding are made in order of difficulty:

These words contain prefixes: astialq oestdate

1. Ta'hich of the follob..ing words contain a prefix?

,gwim postwar 1.

2. The prefix in the word Dostmartera

2.

Additional frame btdlt on preceding ones will develop the coz.ce2t of tle

prefix cs well as its specific meanim. -

It is povsible to create pr-4Ir "a -led -materials Vide) stress relatione-.1ps

among words and their meanings. Eck: effective their use is will depend an

a zuw.ber of factors such as student motivation and relevancy of content.

It has been show: that some students seen to learn more througt p:.-oararze_

than other modes. Perhaps we need to e)q)eriraint more inith the process in

order to ascertain the conditions needed to pranote effective learning.
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Tic:cobra-4%7 building is an integral part of the reading learning

process. Its importance to continuous growth in reading has led to a
recognition of the contributions nattwe and nurture make to fUlfillzento

We teacluxs kr that the sole resprosibility for vocaLulary development

is not ours; however, we share this responsibility. Our task is to offer
as meaningful and corprehensive a vocabulary development program as

possible. We ought not to settle for less.
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